Diffusion is the process by which new products and practices are invented and successfully introduced into society. Numerous studies on the diffusion of individual innovations have been conducted, many exhibiting common features such as the famous S-shaped diffusion curve. One basic question posed by innovation diffusion is why there is often a long lag time between an innovation's first appearance and the time when a substantial number of people have adopted it. An extensive amount of theoretical and empirical literature has been devoted to this phenomenon and the mechanisms behind it. New ideas, products, and innovations often take time to diffuse, a fact that is often attributed to the heterogeneity of human populations. In this chapter, we provide an overview of research examining how the structure of social networks impacts diffusion process. The diffusion process enhances innovations via feedback of information about the innovation's utility-which can be used to make future improvements-to many different users. This aspect of the diffusion process is similar to the micro-macro loop, which is an essential part of emergence. The aim of this research is to understand how the structure of social networks determines the dynamics of various types of emergent properties occurring within those networks. For emergence at the social level, patterns of social interactions are critical.
Introduction
For decades, social scientists, economists and physicists have been interested in the fundamental-and widespread-question of how infectious diseases, new technological practices, or the latest trends spread through society. When a new technology appears, society's members have the chance to become aware of the innovations of the new technology and incorporate it into their lives. The main study on diffusion modeling is based on the Bass model (Bass, 1969) . The Bass diffusion model describes the process by which new products are adopted as an interaction between users and potential users. When an innovation is a product to be consumed by individuals, a single consumer can decide whether or not to adopt it. More specifically, the Bass model formalizes the aggregate level of penetration of a new product, emphasizing two processes: external influence via advertising and mass media as well as internal influence via word-of-mouth. The decision of a consumer is described as the probability of the consumer adopting the new product at a specific time, and it is assumed to depend on both external and internal influences. The Bass model displays a cumulative S curve of adopters: when the number of users of a new product is plotted against time, the resulting curve shows an S-shaped distribution-adoption animals in the presence of a predator (Reynolds, 1987) . Emergent properties in biological systems appear to govern behaviors that are advantageous to the group as a whole. A natural interest in the behavior of animals and individuals, coupled with the possibility of utilizing these behaviors to design desirable systems, has prompted the study of self-organization in adaptive systems (Namatame, 2006) . In adaptive systems with large numbers of entities, global behavior emerging from localized interactions is a critical concept. Understanding and shaping emergence may be essential to the survival social systems. Emergent patterns are not the property of any single entity, nor can they easily be predicted or deduced from behavior in lower-level entities. Having a large number of interactions alone is not enough to guarantee emergent patterns-a system may need to reach a certain critical mass before it can self-generate emergent patterns. In some cases, a system must reach a combined threshold of diversity, organization, and connectivity before emergent properties appear. Unintended consequences and side effects are closely related to emergent properties. In other words, the global or macroscopic functionality of a system is the sum of the side effects of all emergent properties.
Social network structures are also related to emergent properties that cannot be trivially derived from the properties of their components. Simple rules concerning individual behavior can result in very complex phenomena at the societal level. Emergent macroscopic patterns throughout the social space can be divided into dense intra-connectivity within clusters with sparse inter-connectivity between clusters (Newman, 2003) . In turn, emergent stylized facts or regularities observed at the societal level also influence individual behaviors and interactions. On the other side, individual behaviors create the social networks to which individuals belong. This bi-directional causal relationship is an essential component of the study of social complexity, including diffusion process from the viewpoint of emergence.
Understanding the relationship between the different levels at which macroscopic phenomena can be observed has been made possible by the tools and insights generated in complex network research. In particular, much is known about measuring the topological properties of social networks. Recently, a number of works have focused on the rules of network formation and the relationship between the network creation process and the structure of the resulting network (Barabasi, 2000) . We begin by discussing several examples of studies that illustrate how the structure of social networks impacts macroscopic diffusion patterns. The discussions are divided into three classes. First, we discuss progressive diffusion processes. Many diffusion processes are progressive in the sense that once a node switches from one state to another, it remains in the same state in all subsequent time steps. For this type of diffusion, we focus on the correlations between social interaction patterns and the observable transmission rate at the individual level. The second class consists of non-progressive diffusion processes where, as time progresses, nodes can switch from one state to the other or vice versa, depending on the states of their neighbors. For non-progressive diffusion processes, we focus on decision making at the individual level. This class ties individuals to the analysis of the underlying games among a network of agents. The third class consists of bi-directional diffusion process. In this class, individuals require proper interaction rules regulating information exchange among individuals so that all individuals in the social network eventually share the same information or internal states. Consensus problems have a long history in computer science and control theory (Olfati-Saber, 2007) . Such problems form the foundation of the field of distributed systems since they have a tradition in systems and control theory on asynchronous agreement problems. In networks of agents, consensus means to reach an agreement regarding a certain quantity of interest depending on the state of all agents. A consensus algorithm is an interaction rule concerning the information exchange between an agent and all of its neighbors within the network.
Study of Diffusion and Emergence
Diffusion is the process by which new products and practices are successfully introduced into society. The Bass model formalizes the aggregate level of penetration of a new product, emphasizing two processes: external influence via advertising and mass media and internal influence via word-of-mouth. The Bass model assumes all consumer populations to be homogeneous-such diffusion models are referred to as aggregate models. However, an individual decision rule can also be derived from the Bass model: the number of individuals who adopt a new product at a given time is a function of the number of individuals who have already adopted the product. If we calculate the expected number of adopters at a given time, the aggregate model displays a cumulative S curve of adopters (Katona, Zubcsek & Sarvary, 2007) . The probability of an individual adopting a product, then, is a function of the number of that individual's neighbors who have already adopted the product. Naturally, if a person has more friends already using a certain product or service, he or she will be more likely to also adopt the product or service. The familiar Bass model does not formalize this complex emergent aspect of the diffusion process. The diffusion of innovations, new ideas or rumors can be modeled after the spread of infectious diseases (Meyers, 2005) . Because epidemiological models describe infection in terms of transmissibility and susceptibility, however, such models cannot adequately describe diffusion processes that usually involve individual information processing and decision-making. People are usually affected by word-of-mouth, which is referred to as a social influence. What influences people to participate in the diffusion process? How do consumers choose which items to buy? These questions are constant in the minds of many scientists in different fields. Various models of human behavior span the extremes from simple and easily influenced behavior to interdependent and complex behavior where nothing is easily controlled or predicted.
Spielman defines an innovation system as "a network of agents, along with the institutions, organizations, and policies that condition their behavior and performance with respect to generating, exchanging, and utilizing knowledge" (Spielman, 2005 ). An innovation system reflects one aspect of value chain analysis by bringing actors together in the application of knowledge within a value chain. This definition highlights the need for a holistic view of the nature and structure of interactions among agents linked to one another within networks. The adoption of an innovation by one agent in a network can have positive or negative impacts on the behavior of other agents, which is often unintentional or unpredictable. The growing literature on social interactions has examined how decision-making by an agent is influenced by the decisions of others in the context of a multitude of social phenomena. Examples include studies on the diffusion of new technologies (Arthur, 1989) , herding behavior in stock markets (Banerjee, 1992) and the diffusion of conventions and social norms (Ellison, 1993; Morris, 2000) . While the research on diffusion recognizes the importance of complex interactions among agents, it rarely explains or measures unintended impacts, both positive and negative, on agents within a network. More to the point, current methodologies provide insufficient explication of the concept of network externalities. This suggests the need for alternative tools to provide a more enhanced understanding of these interactions.
In social systems that involve large numbers of interacting agents, emergent global stylized facts that arise from local interactions are a critical concept. The emergence of the Internet, for instance, marked the appearance of totally new forms of social and economic exchange (Sole, 2003) . As a technological innovation, the Internet provided a new stage for communication and information processing within societies, leading to the creation of new previously non-existent system structures.
Every day, billions of people worldwide make billions of decisions about many things. The aggregation of these unmanaged individual decisions often leads to unpredictable outcomes. People constantly interact with each other in different ways and for different purposes. Somehow, these individual interactions exhibit some degree of coherence at the aggregate level, and therefore aggregation may reveal structure and regularity. The individuals involved may have a very limited view of the whole system, but their activities are coordinated to a large degree and produce desirable outcomes at the aggregate level, often exhibiting the features of emergent properties-properties of the system that individual components do not have. These emergent properties are the result of not only the behavior of individuals but the interactions between them (Ball, 2004) .
Important processes that take place within social networks, such as the spreading of opinions and innovations, are influenced by the topological properties of those networks. In turn, the opinions and practices of individuals can have a clear impact on network topology, for instance, when conflicting opinions lead to the breakup of social interaction. From an applied point of view, it is desirable to compose an inventory of the types of microscopic dynamics that have been investigated in social networks and their impact on emergent properties at the network level. Such an inventory could provide researchers with specific guidelines concerning the kinds of phenomena present in social systems where similar diffusion processes are at work. A large number of interactions is not enough to guarantee emergent patterns in a system; in some cases, a certain critical mass must be reached before emergent patterns can be generated-a system must reach a combined threshold of diversity, organization, and connectivity before emergent properties appear. Topological network properties should be derived from the dynamics by which the networks are created. Formation of new links, for example, may occur when individuals introduce their friends to new people, creating new connections between existing nodes. In reality, social networks are formed by social processes in which individuals create and maintain social relationships; in turn, these social processes influence the dynamics of social networks. This process results in the self-organization of social systems, in which social relations depend on-and, in turn, influence-the relationship between individuals and groups within society. The direction of this research to come is to understand how the structure of social networks determines the dynamics of various types of emergent properties occurring within those networks. For emergence at the social level, patterns of social interactions are critical.
One of the major focuses of this research is the dynamics of networks. Here, the topology of the network itself is regarded as a dynamical system-it changes in time according to specific, often local rules. Investigations in this area have revealed that certain evolutionary rules give rise to peculiar network topologies with special properties. For instance, let us consider a graph G(n, p) that consists of n nodes (or vertices) joined by links (or edges) with some probability p. Specifically, each possible edge between two given nodes occurs with a probability p. The average number of links (also called the average degree) of a given node will be z = np, and it can be easily shown that the probability p(k) that a vertex has a degree k follows a Poisson distribution. This model displays a phase transition at a given critical average degree z c = 1. At this critical point a giant component forms and for z > z c a large fraction of nodes are connected in a web, whereas for z < z c the system is fragmented into small sub-webs (Durrent, 2007) . The second major line of network research focuses on dynamics on networks. Here, each node of the network represents a dynamical system. Individual systems are coupled according to the network topology. Thus, the topology of the network remains static while the states of the nodes change dynamically. Important processes studied within this framework include synchronization of the individual dynamical systems and contact processes, such as opinion formation and epidemic spreading. Studies like these have clarified that certain topological properties have strong impacts on the dynamics of and on networks.
Types of Social Interaction and Network Topologies
Human interactions are governed by formal and informal social networks. The approach of social networks formalizes the description of networks of relations in a society. In social networks individuals can be represented as nodes, and relations or information flows between individuals can be represented as links. These links can represent different types of relations between individuals, including exchange of information, transfers of knowledge, collaboration, and mutual trust.
Types of Social Interaction
Here, we present a brief overview of some forms of social interaction, divided into the following three categories: <Information transmission> Individuals pass information to other individuals. An individual who knows a piece of information will share this information with friends or colleagues. A form of this process may be described as a gossip algorithm (Boyd, Ghosh, Prabhakar & Shah, 2006) , the process underlying the spread of information in social groups and societies. The fundamental question is under what conditions the information will diffuse throughout society. Whether the information will diffuse throughout a society depends primarily on the probability that it will be passed from one individual to that individual's interaction partners. Many stylized facts on the role of social network structure on information transmission are well understood in literature on the diffusion of disease. For instance, dynamics of information transmission is also a threshold phenomenon, where below a certain value the information will spread only in a limited group; however, above the threshold it will penetrate throughout the entire society.
<Interaction with externalities> Social interdependence defines another type of interaction among individuals. Social interdependence can be understood as a dependence of outcomes of one individual decision on another individual decision. Such a relationship among individuals is described as payoffs for the choices of individuals. This is usually described with the formalism of the game theory. In this formalism, the payoff of one agent depends on the choices of other agents, and, in turn, the choice of one agent changes the payoff structure of other agents.
<Consensus formation> Interaction between individuals does not involve merely sharing information; its function is to construct a shared reality consisting of agreed-upon opinions. In this process of consensus formation, individuals must influence one another to arrive at a common interpretation of their shared reality. Social influence is usually defined as a change in an individual's thoughts, feelings or actions resulting from the presence of others. Social influence concerns not only formation of opinions but also a variety of other social phenomena, such as learning from others and changes in attitude.
Interaction Topology <Global or random network>
All individuals have a certain probability of interacting with everyone else in the social group. Such interaction consists of interfaces such as communication through mass media, densely connected social networks, and posts on message boards, among others. Epidemic models of phenomena like the spread of diseases, rumors, or gossip belong to this class. Epidemic models have autocatalytic properties since everybody who becomes infected becomes a new source of infection.
<Local network> Individuals may not interact with everyone-space imposes important constraints on interaction. Individuals have the highest probability of interaction with those who are nearby. Cellular automata are the models of choice for investigating the emergence of patterns from local interactions among individuals in various spatial configurations. Individuals are arranged in a discrete space such as a 2D lattice, and time proceeds in discrete states. Interaction rules are local-the state of each cell depends on the state of neighboring cells in a way specified by a specified rule (Nowak, 2006) .
<Small-world network>
The path linking any two nodes has to go though only a small number of other nodes, meaning that, in principle, messages can spread throughout the entire society in very few steps. This type of network is known as a small-world network with short paths (Watts, 1999) .
<Scale-free network> Formation of new links may happen when individuals introduce their friends to new people; by this process, the most connected individuals acquire most new links. By extension, power is distributed according to the number of links (Barabási, Albert & Jeong, 2000) . Emergent network properties do not depend on the size of the network. A small number of individuals have many links, while many individuals have few links.
Progressive Diffusion Process
Many diffusion processes are progressive in the sense that once a node switches from one state A to another state B, it remains with B in all subsequent time steps. This type of diffusion process is progressive. The other type of diffusion is a non-progressive process in which, as time progresses, nodes can switch from A to B or from B to A depending on the states of their neighbors. In this section, we discuss the progressive diffusion process; the next two sections are devoted to the non-progressive diffusion process. The diffusion of information, rumors, or gossip through social networks can be modeled after the spread of infectious diseases. Clearly, becoming infected is not an individual choice, and contagion in this case is not a strategic phenomenon. In the spread of a disease, some nodes (individuals) get infected initially through some exogenous sources, and consequently some of these individual's neighbors are infected through contact. There is a possibility that a given node is immune; however, if a node is not immune, then it is sure to catch the disease if one of its neighbors is infected. The basic diffusion model is the SIR model, in which nodes are initially susceptible to the disease and can become infected from infected neighbors. Once infected, a node continues to infect its neighbors until it is randomly removed from the system. The SIR model presumes that, once infected, a node will eventually infect all of its susceptible neighbors. Infected nodes can either recover and stop transmitting the disease or die and completely disappear from the network. The other model is the SIS model, in which nodes, once infected, can randomly recover; however, after recovery, they are once again susceptible to infection. The SIS model corresponds well with many real-world viral infections that may cause individuals to transition back and forth between health and illness.
We can view disease propagation as a dynamical birth-death process with self-recovery. An infected node i propagates the disease to another node j in a single step with probability β, while at the same time an infected node i may recover with some probability δ. The ratio of the two factors λ = β/δ defines the relative infection rate of the disease. From this, it is known that the diffusion process is governed by the threshold phenomenon, and therefore infection spreads throughout the entire network only if β/δ > <k>/<k 2 > (4.1)
where <k> is the average connectivity and <k 2 > is the average of the square of the connectivity (Meyers, 2005) . Therefore, higher infection rates lead to the possibility of positive infection, as do degree distributions with high variances. The rationale behind high-variance distribution is that there will be some hub nodes with a high degree of infection, which may foster the contagion, accelerating the spread of the disease.
Note that while this analysis correctly observes that highly linked nodes are more likely to become infected, the aggregate behavior does not exhibit the S-shape common to many real-world diffusion processes. Beyond these empirical studies, this analysis provides some insight into what kinds of social structures are necessary for infection to spread; however, it does not provide an accurate figure of how extensive infection will be and how network structure affects infection rate.
Given a social network topology described with the adjacency matrix among nodes and infection and recovery rates, the epidemic dynamics is also characterized from the relative infection rate and the inverse of the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A = (a ij ) (Wang & Chakrabarti, 2003) . We denote the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A by λ 1 (A). If an epidemic dies out, then it is necessarily true that
For homogeneous networks, the largest eigenvalue is λ 1 (A) = <k> (4.3)
For star networks, the largest eigenvalue is
For scale-free networks with infinite variance, the largest eigenvalue is λ 1 (A) = (4.5) ∞ Therefore, the disease may spread widely throughout scale-free networks, since this type network has no threshold.
Equation 4.2 is also critical in determining how quickly a society may recover from epidemic diffusion. The number of infected nodes decays exponentially over time. While it can be very useful to identify correlations between nodes identifying causation is more complicated without the right exogenous variation. 
Non-Progressive Diffusion Process
Epidemiological models describe infection in terms of transmissibility and recovery. These are extended diffusion models that explicitly include decisions influenced by social situations and word-of-mouth processes at the individual level (Jackson, 2008) . A fundamental question in the social sciences is to understand the ways in which new ideas, behaviors, and practices diffuse throughout human populations; for example, in the adoption of new technologies, the emergence of new social norms or organizational conventions, or the spread of languages. An active line of research in economics and mathematical sociology is concerned with modeling these types of diffusion processes as a coordination game played on a social network.
In most of the settings that form the motivation for diffusion models, coexistence is the typical outcome. An important piece, however, that is arguably missing from the basic game-theoretic models of diffusion is a more detailed picture of what is happening at the coexistence boundary, where the basic form of the model posits nodes that adopt A linked to nodes that adopt B.
Another big part of the research on innovation diffusion has focused on empirical studies showing the crucial elements of the structure of social interactions and on computational models that investigate patterns of innovation diffusion through social networks (Rogers, 2005) .
For simple diffusion such as the spread of disease or rumors-in which a single active node is efficient to trigger the activation of its neighbors, hub nodes with many connections or random links connecting distant nodes allow dramatic diffusion as discussed in the previous section. However, not all propagation is the simple activation of nodes after exposure to multiple active neighbors. This type of cascade model is called a threshold model. Each agent has a threshold that determines the proportion of neighbors required to activate it.
Threshold models become structurally equivalent with coordination games on networks. This approach builds on work investigating the diffusion of innovations in the economics literature, which seeks to model how a new technology A might spread through a social network of individuals who are currently users of technology B. We consider several ways of capturing the compatibility of A and B, focusing primarily on a model in which users can choose either to adopt A or B. We characterize how the ability of A to spread depends on its quality relative to B (Ellison, 1993) .
There are many social interactions with positive externalities in which the underlying game is formulated as a coordination game with multiple equilibria. We begin by discussing one of the most basic game-theoretic diffusion models proposed by Morris (Morris, 2000) . Morris provided a set of elegant game-theoretic characterizations for when these qualitatively different types of equilibria arise in terms of the underlying network topology and the quality of A relative to B (i.e., the relative sizes of 1 − θ and θ). There can be a cascading sequence of nodes switching to A, such that a network-wide equilibrium is reached in the limit; with all nodes adopting A or it may involve coexistence with the nodes partitioned into a set adopting A and a set adopting B.
More specifically, we describe in terms of the following technology adoption scenario proposed by Immorica (2007) . Suppose there are two technologies A and B and agents must use the same technologies in order to communicate. There is a social network G on the agents which governs who talks to whom. Each edge (v, w) of G plays a coordination game with strategies A or B: if v and w each choose A, then they each receive a payoff of 1 -θ (since they can talk to each other using system A); if they each choose B, then they each receive a payoff of θ.  However if they choose opposite technologies, then they each receive a payoff of 0, reflecting the lack of interoperability.
The binary decision itself can be considered a function solely of the relative number of other agents who are observed to choose one alternative over the other. The outcome depends on the strategy choices of all agents. Fortunately, in certain strategic situations, interactions among multiple agents can be analyzed by decomposing into the underlying 2 × 2 games. We consider strategic interactions in which agents are identically situated in the sense that every agent's outcome, regardless of the choice made, depends on the number of agents who choose A or B. Each agent faces a binary problem between two choices: A or B. For any agent, the payoff for a choice of A or B depends on which other agents choose. This strategic situation is modeled as the 2 × 2 games with payoffs shown in Table 1 . Note that A is the better technology if θ < 1/2, while A is the worse technology if θ > 1/2.
Let us suppose that all agents (nodes) initially adopt B. Thereafter, a small number of agents begin adopting new strategy A instead of B. If we apply best-response updates to nodes in the network, then nodes will in effect be repeatedly applying the following simple rule: switch to A if the proportion of neighbors who have already adopted A is larger than the threshold θ.
We propose a diffusion model that explicitly includes individual decisions influenced by social situations; in the model described above, agents decide according to their own preferences, but are at the same time influenced by other agents' decisions. This interdependence is described as a threshold rule (Watts, 2007) . Next, let us consider a population of N agents. Each faces a binary problem between two choices: A or B. For any agent, the payoff for a choice of A or B depends on how many other agents also choose A or B. The payoff for each agent is given as an explicit function of the actions of all other agents; for this reason, agents have an incentive to pay attention to the collective decision. The payoffs for each agent choosing A or B are given as:
where p ( ) is the proportion of the neighbors' agents to choose A.
The binary decision itself can be considered a function solely of the relative number of other agents who are observed to choose one alternative over the other. The outcome depends on the choices of all agents. We have two stable Nash equilibria at the end points, where all agents choose either A or B. If everyone chooses A or B, no one is motivated to switch. In this case with multiple equilibria, the problem is to get a concerted choice. Since θ < 1/2, there is no ambiguity about which equilibrium is the superior one; the problem is then how to achieve the most efficient situation where all agents choose A. The direction in which collective behavior will move depends on the point where the proportion of agents choosing A is θ. If only a few choose A, they will subsequently switch to B, and if most agents choose A, the few agents who choose B will soon switch to A. If many agents choose B, no agent is motivated to choose B unless enough other agents do to switch beyond the point p = θ, the ratio of chooser A, which is known as a crucial mass parameter (threshold). It is enough merely to get agents to make the right choice at the beginning for the selection of A as collective efficiency.
López-Pintado and Watts (2005) studied the problem of spreading a particular behavior among agents located in a random social network. In each period of time, neighboring agents interact strategically playing the 2 × 2 coordination game shown in Table 1 . Assuming myopic-best response dynamics, they showed that there exists a threshold for the degree of risk dominance of an action such that below the threshold, contagion of the action occurs. This threshold depends on the network's connectivity distribution. Based on this threshold concept, we show that the well-known scale-free networks (which are extremely popular in epidemiology) do not properly support this type of contagion, which is better accomplished by a more intermediate variance network.
López-Pintado and Watts also compared a homogeneous, an exponential and a scale-free random network with connectivity distributions P H (k), P E (k) and P SF (k), respectively. The exponential network had the highest threshold and the homogeneous network had the lowest, as follows:
Notice that, as in the previous example, the network with an intermediate variance is the most successful for contagion. Also, the higher the average connectivity of the network, the lower the threshold. Again, the reason for this has to do with the existence of a giant component of vulnerable nodes. This result differs from the standard contagion models proposed to describe epidemic dynamics shown in the previous section. 
Consensus and Synchronization on Social Networks
Consensus problems have a long history in computer science and control theory. In networks of agents, consensus means to reach an agreement regarding a certain quantity of interest that depends on the state of all agents. A consensus algorithm is an interaction rule that specifies the information exchange between an agent and all of its neighbors on the network. The theoretical framework for solving consensus problems for networked systems was introduced by Olfati-Saber and colleagues (Olfati-Sabe, Fax & Murray, 2007) . The analysis of consensus problems relies heavily on matrix theory and spectral graph theory. The interaction topology of a network of agents is represented using a directed graph G with the set of nodes and edges. We denote neighbors of agent i with N i . Consider a network of agents with the following dynamics:
Here, reaching a consensus means asymptotically converging to the same internal state by way of an agreement characterized by the following equation:
Assuming that the underlying graph G is undirected (a ij = a ji for all i, j), the collective dynamics converge to the average of the initial states of all agents:
The dynamics of system (6.1) can be expressed as
L is the graph Laplacian of the network G; the graph Laplacian is defined as graph, the total weight of edges entering a node (agent) and leaving the same node are equal for all nodes. Assuming that the underlying graph G is directed but balanced, the collective dynamics in (6.1) converge to the average of the initial states of all agents as shown in (6.5). A consensus protocol is an iterative method that provides the group with a common coordination variable. Network design problems for achieving faster consensus algorithms have attracted considerable attention from a number of researchers. The graph Laplacians and their spectral properties are important graph-related matrices that play a crucial role in the convergence analysis of consensus algorithms. The distributed consensus algorithm in (6.1) guarantees convergence to an agreement if the underlying network topology G is a connected graph; however, in a disconnected network, it is impossible for all nodes to reach an agreement.
It is worth mentioning that the second smallest eigenvalue 2 λ of the graph Laplacian L, called algebraic connectivity, quantifies the quality of the consensus algorithm. Therefore, network connectivity affects the performance and robustness properties of a system of networked agents. It is important for the agents to act in coordination with the other agents. To achieve coordination, individual agents do not need to share information; rather, they must be aware of the actions of other agents. In order to achieve a certain convergence and robustness in dynamical environment change, therefore, an appropriate network protocol must be designed. A consensus protocol is an interactive method that satisfies this need by providing the group with a common coordination variable.
A challenging issue is to analyze the diffusion process with a dynamic network topology that is time-varying, including subjects such as ad-hoc networks and synchronization of mobile agents. In the last several years, flocks of mobile agents have attracted significant attention (Vicsek, 1995) . Efforts have been made to understand how a group of autonomous moving agents, such as flocks of birds or crowds of people, can form clustered groups without centralized coordination. Such research is motivated by recent advances in communication and computation, as well as links to problems in social dynamics. Some problems have also been studied in ecology and theoretical biology, in the context of animal aggregation and social cohesion (Buchanam, 2007) . The role of consensus algorithms in particle-based flocking is for an agent to achieve velocity matching with respect to its neighbors. Flocks are networks of dynamic systems with a dynamic topology. This topology is a proximity graph that depends on the state of all agents and is determined locally for each agent; i.e., the topology of flocks is a stated dependent graph.
It has been shown that flocking behavior results from a class of local control laws for the collection of agents. Flocking can occur when local action exploits the network properties of the underlying interconnections among agents. Exploiting modern results from algebraic graph theory, these properties are directly related to the topology of the network through the eigenvalues of the graph Laplacian; such an algorithm is possible using local control action agents that exploit the network properties of the underlying interconnection among agents. Network connectivity affects the performance and robustness properties of a system of networked agents. One approach is to keep the weights fixed and design the topology of the network to achieve a relatively high degree of algebraic connectivity. A randomized algorithm for network design is proposed based on random rewiring that led to creation of the celebrated small-world model. The random rewiring of existing links of a network gives rise to considerably faster consensus algorithms, due to a multiple orders of magnitude increase in the algebraic connectivity of the network in comparison to a lattice type nearest-neighbor graph (Jackson & Yariv, 2008) . A reasonable conjecture is that a small-world network should result in a good convergence speed for self-organization consensus problems due to its low average pair-wise path length, which should increase the speed of information diffusion in the system. This leads to a slight increase in the algebraic connectivity of the network, which is a measure of the speed of convergence of consensus algorithms (Motter, 2005) . 
Summary
The diffusion process enhances an innovation via the feedback of information about the innovation's utility across different users; this feedback can then be used to improve the innovation. This aspect is similar to the micro-macro loop, which is an essential part of emergence. In this chapter, we provided an overview of research that examines how social network structure impacts emergent properties in diffusion processes. Most human social activities are substantially free of centralized management, and although people may care about the end result of the aggregate, individuals' decisions and behaviors are typically motivated by self interests. To make the connection between microscopic behavior and macroscopic patterns of interest, we should look at the system of interactions among agents-this can be described as the interaction topology. We focused on the stylized facts of macroscopic emergent phenomena that are results of the bi-directional interactions. Social network topologies determine a basic and important form of social interactions among agents, and microscopic behaviors of agents largely determine the diffusion patterns observed at the macroscopic level. Many diffusion processes are progressive in the sense that once a node switches from one state A to another state B, it remains with B in all subsequent time steps. It was shown that scale-free networks with hub nodes foster diffusion. The other type of diffusion is a non-progressive process in which, as time progresses, nodes can switch from state A to B or from B to A, depending on the states their neighbors. In the case of a non-progressive process such as innovation, diffusion processes largely determine individual decisions. In this case, exponential networks with many midsize hub nodes foster diffusion, as demonstrated by the epidemic and rumor models. We also gave a brief overview of the consensus and synchronization processes that relate to the emergence of coherent patterns by emphasizing the underlying network topology. In this case, a network with a balanced underling network topology is necessary for the emergence of coordination. As a result, we now have a better understanding of the emergent properties of desirable aggregate process. How humans act is often influenced by friends, acquaintances or neighbors-social networks, in other words, are an important form of social interaction. We conclude that topological properties of networks should be derived from the dynamics from which the networks were created. A large number of interactions is not enough to guarantee emergence. In some cases, the diffusion process may need to reach a certain critical mass-a combined threshold of diversity, organization and connectivity-before desirable emergent properties appear.
